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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Arterial blood gas analysis: base excess and carbonate are predictive
of noninvasive ventilation adaptation and survival in amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis

UMBERTO MANERA1�, MARIA CLAUDIA TORRIERI1�, CRISTINA MOGLIA1,
ANTONIO CANOSA1,2, ROSARIO VASTA1, FULVIA RIBOLLA3, FRANCESCA
PALUMBO1, LUCA SOLERO1, GABRIELE MORA4, ALESSIO MATTEI3, ADRIANO
CHIÒ1,2� & ANDREA CALVO1,2�
1Department of Neuroscience “Rita Levi Montalcini” Department of Neuroscience, ALS Centre, University of
Torino, Turin, Italy, 2SC Pneumologia U, AOU Citt�a della Salute e della Scienza of Torino, Turin, Italy, 3SC
Neurologia 1U, AOU Citt�a della Salute e della Scienza of Torino, Turin, Italy, 4Istituti Clinici Scientifici
Maugeri, ALS Center, IRCCS Milano, Milan, Italy

Abstract
Objective: To investigate the role of arterial blood gas (ABG) analysis parameters (blood carbon dioxide, pCO2; oxygen,
pO2; carbonate, HCO3�; standard base excess, SBE) in monitoring respiratory function and ventilation compliance after
noninvasive mechanical ventilation (NIV) adaptation, predicting survival in ALS patients. Methods: We selected the first ABG
performed after NIV start in ALS patients followed from 2000 to 2015 in Turin ALS Center. Correlations between ABG
parameters and survival were calculated. Risk for death/tracheostomy was computed at modifying ABG parameters by using
Cox regression models, adjusted for the main prognostic factors. Kaplan–Meier curves were then performed and compared.
Results: A total of 186 post-NIV ABGs were included. HCO3� and SBE showed a significant correlation with survival after
NIV (respectively, R ¼ �0.183, p¼ 0.018 and R ¼ �0.200, p¼0.010). Risk for death/tracheostomy after NIV was signifi-
cantly higher at increasing HCO3� and SBE blood levels, especially when HCO3� was >29mmol/L and SBE >4mmol/L
(respectively, HR 1.466, 95% CI 1.068–2.011, p¼ 0.018 and HR ¼ 1.411, 95% CI 1.030–1.32, p¼ 0.032). Survival in NIV
was higher in patients with HCO3� < 29.0mmol/L and SBE < 4.0mmol/L. Conclusions: HCO3� and SBE blood levels are
markers of ventilation compliance, tolerance and efficacy, being able to predict survival after NIV start in ALS.

Keywords: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, noninvasive mechanical ventilation, arterial blood gas analysis, carbonate,
standard base excess

Introduction

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neu-
rodegenerative disorder affecting motor neurons. A
critical aspect of the disease is respiratory failure
due to respiratory muscles weakness that occurs
during the course of the disease.

Noninvasive mechanical ventilation (NIV) is rec-
ognized as the treatment of choice for impending
symptoms and signs of respiratory failure, improving
patients’ quality of life and survival (1). Patients’ com-
pliance to NIV and adequate ventilator settings are
crucial for improving long-term NIV efficacy (2,3).

In this study, we aimed at investigating the role
of arterial blood gas (ABG) parameters, such as
blood carbon dioxide (pCO2), oxygen (pO2), car-
bonate (HCO3�), and standard base excess
(SBE), in monitoring respiratory function after
NIV adaptation and predicting patients’ survival.

Materials and methods

Data collection

All clinical records of ALS patients included in the
Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta ALS Registry
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(PARALS) and diagnosed from 2000 to 2015 in
Turin ALS Center were checked. We collected a
dataset including the ABGs performed after NIV
start. For patients who performed more than one
post-NIV ABG, we selected the first one for our
analysis. ABGs were performed in the morning
through radial arterial puncture by a trained nurse
or pulmonologist and immediately analyzed using
blood gas analyzer, routinely calibrated, as
appropriate.

Patients with severe medical conditions or with
signs of uncompensated acidosis/alkalosis (ABG
pH <7.35 and >7.45) were excluded from the
analysis. For each patient, we collected age at
onset, sex, site of onset, date of diagnosis, date of
death/tracheostomy, date of ABG, and date of
ALSFRS-r scale. Survival was assessed from the
date of ABG to death/tracheostomy or censoring
date (31st December 2018). The disease progres-
sion rate (DALSFRS) was computed as the ratio
between the difference 48—ALSFRS-r at the time
of ABG and the time interval in months between
onset and the day of ABG. Bulbar involvement at
time of ABG was derived from the scores in the
first three ALSFRS-r scale items. It was classified
as absent if all three items had a score equal to 4,
moderate if at least one of them had a score equal
to 3 or 2, severe if at least one of them had a score
equal to 1 or 0.

We considered as NIV-treated all the patients
who were prescribed NIV and used it for at least
1 day (intention-to-treat analysis) (4). NIV pre-
scription was always done by an expert pulmonolo-
gist, who followed the most updated clinical
practice guidelines (5–7).

Statistical analysis

Differences of discrete and continuous variables
were analyzed using the v2 test and Student’s t test
or Wilcoxon rank-sum and Mann–Whitney U
tests, respectively. A p value <0.05 was considered
significant. Correlations between ABG parameters
(pCO2, pO2, HCO3�, SBE) and disease duration
from date of ABG were calculated using the non-
parametric two-tailed Spearman’s rank correlation
test. In order to check a significant increase of risk
of death/tracheostomy, we assessed the association
between ABG values and survival, by using Cox
proportional hazards models, adjusted for sex, age
at onset, bulbar involvement at time of ABG and
DALSFRS. Kaplan–Meier curves were then per-
formed and compared with log rank test. Data
were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics for
Windows, Version 26.0. IBM Corp.
Released 2019.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents. The study design was
approved by the Ethical Committee of the Azienda

Ospedaliero-Universitaria Citt�a della Salute of
Turin (Prot. N. 0036344).

Results

A total of 186 post-NIV ABGs were included in
our analysis. Descriptive statistics of patients are
shown in Table 1. Median time interval between
NIV start and ABG was 32.0 days
(IQR 14.0–92.3).

Among ABG parameters, HCO3�, SBE, and
pH showed a significant correlation with survival
on NIV (respectively R ¼ �0.183, p¼ 0.018 for
HCO3�; R ¼ �0.200, p¼ 0.010 for SBE; for pH
R ¼ �0.175, p¼ 0.024) as shown in Table 2.

Risk for death/tracheostomy in NIV was signifi-
cantly higher at increasing HCO3� and SBE blood
levels (respectively, for HCO3� HR 1.055, 95%
CI 1.017–1.095, p¼ 0.004; for SBE HR ¼ 1.060,
95% CI 1.020–1.101, p¼0.003, Table 3). In par-
ticular when HCO3� levels were higher than
29mmol/L and SBE exceeded 4mmol/L a signifi-
cant increase for death/tracheostomy was found
(for HCO3� HR 1.466, 95% CI 1.068–2.011,
p¼ 0.018; for SBE HR ¼ 1.411, 95% CI
1.030–1.32, p¼ 0.032, Table 4).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics (n¼186 patients).

Epidemiological characteristics N (%)

Sex 77 (41.4%) F
109 (58.6%) M

Site of onset (bulbar vs. spinal) 54 (29.0%) bulbar
132 (71.0%) spinal

Bulbar involvement at time of ABG 131 (70.4%)
Median (IQR)

Age at onset (years) 65.0 (69.0–71.0)
Overall survival (years) 2.52 (1.76–3.95)
Survival after NIV (years) 0.73 (0.33–1.51)
Time onset-NIV (years) 1.59 (0.92–2.86)
Time NIV-ABG (days) 32.0 (14.0–92.3)
DALSFRS 0.59 (0.40–0.89)
pCO2 45.0 (41.0–50.0)
pO2 75.8 (68.7–83.0)
HCO3- 28.2 (25.7–31.4)
SBE 3.71 (1.45–7.09)
pH 7.42 (7.40–7.44)

ABG: arterial blood gas analysis; NIV: noninvasive ventilation;
SBE: standard base excess.

Table 2. Correlations between ABG parameters and survival
from date of post-NIV ABG.

ABG parameter R �p Value

pCO2 �0.093 0.231
pO2 0.036 0.645
pH �0.175 0.024
HCO3� �0.183 0.018
SBE �0.200 0.010

SBE: standard base excess.
�p-value < 0.05 was considered significant and written in bold.
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When grouping patients in tertiles according to
HCO3� and SBE levels, patients included in the
first and in the second tertile showed a longer sur-
vival in NIV than patients in the last tertile
(Figure 1(a,b)).

Survival in NIV was longer in patients with
HCO3� blood levels <29.0mmol/L and SBE
<4.0mmol/L (Figure 2).

Post-NIV ABG parameters did not show any
significant difference between patients with bulbar

Table 3. Risk for death/tracheostomy from date of post-NIV ABG.

Univariate analysis
�p Value

Multivariate analysis
�p ValueHR (95% CI) HR (95% CI)

Age at onset 1.020 (1.000–1.040) 0.047 1.007 (0.986–1.028) 0.516
Bulbar involvement 1.256 (0.884–1.785) 0.204 1.128 (0.782–1.628) 0.520
Sex 0.976 (0.709–1.342) 0.881 1.132 (0.813–1.576) 0.463
DALSFRS 1.004 (1.002–1.006) <0.001 1.004 (1.003–1.006) <0.001
pCO2 1.019 (0.998–1.042) 0.080 1.064 (0.841–1.346) 0.604
pO2 0.992 (0.976–1.009) 0.366 1.001 (0.982–1.019) 0.950
HCO3� 1.053 (1.015–1.092) 0.006 1.055 (1.017–1.095) 0.004
SBE 1.057 (1.018–1.099) 0.004 1.060 (1.020–1.101) 0.003

Cox regression univariate and multivariate analysis adjusted for the main prognostic factors in ALS. SBE: standard
base excess.

�p-value < 0.05 was considered significant and written in bold.

Table 4. Risk for death/tracheostomy from date of post-NIV ABG.

Univariate analysis
�p Value

Multivariate analysis
�p ValueABG parameter HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI)

Age at onset 1.020 (1.000–1.040) 0.047 1.009 (0.989–1.029) 0.396
Bulbar involvement 1.256 (0.884–1.785) 0.204 1.179 (0.823–1.689) 0.368
Sex 0.976 (0.709–1.342) 0.881 1.093 (0.781–1.530) 0.604
DALSFRS 1.004 (1.002–1.006) <0.001 1.004 (1.002–1.006) <0.001
pCO2 1.019 (0.998–1.042) 0.080 1.010 (0.982–1.039) 0.475
pO2 0.992 (0.976–1.009) 0.366 1.003 (0.985–1.021) 0.787
HCO3� >29.0mmol/L 1.490 (1.087–2.041) 0.013 1.466 (1.068–2.011) 0.018
SBE >4.0mmol/L 1.433 (1.047–1.960) 0.025 1.411 (1.030–1.932) 0.032

Cox regression univariate analysis and multivariate analysis adjusted for the main prognostic factors in ALS,
considering cutoffs for HCO3� and SBE (cut-off corresponding to the median value of ABG parameter
among patients).

�p value <0.05 was considered significant and written in bold.

Figure 1. Kaplan–Meier curves: survival from time of post-NIVABG. Patients (n¼160) grouped according to HCO3� blood levels (a)
and SBE blood levels (b). Both patients with HCO3� and SBE blood levels in the first and second tertile showed a longer survival
than patients in the last tertile. In particular patients with HCO3� < 27.0mmol/L and between 27.0 and 30.0mmol/L showed a longer
survival than patients with HCO3� > 30.0mmol/L (respectively, 0.80 years, IQR 0.32–1.41 versus 0.32 years, IQR 0.10–0.72;
p¼0.035 and 0.60 years, IQR 0.29–1.66 vs. 0.32 years, IQR 0.10–0.72; p¼0.041). Patients with SBE < 2.3mmol/L and between 2.3
and 5.8mmol/L showed a longer survival than patients with SBE > 5.8mmol/L (respectively, 0.89 years, IQR 0.29–1.40 vs. 0.30 years,
IQR 0.08–0.69; p¼0.028 and 0.61 years, IQR 0.30–1.37 vs. 0.30 years, IQR 0.08–0.69; p¼0.046).
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and spinal onset and between patients with and
without bulbar involvement at time of NIV (Table
5). Bulbar onset did not influence survival in NIV
(respectively for bulbar onset HR 1.145, 95% CI
0.812–1.614, p¼ 0.440), while a severe bulbar
involvement at time of NIV was associated with an
increased risk for death/tracheostomy during venti-
lation (HR 1.949, 95% CI
1.109–3.425, p¼ 0.020).

Although patients with bulbar onset showed a
lower overall survival than patients with spinal
onset (2.28 years, IQR 1.84–2.95 vs. 2.65 years,
IQR 1.72–4.35, p¼0.041, Figure 3(a)) their sur-
vival after the starting of NIV was not different
(0.82 years, IQR 0.39–1.53 vs 0.67, IQR
0.32–1.47, p¼ 0.675, Figure 3(b)).

Discussion

We investigated the role of ABG parameters after
NIV start as predictor of both patients’ adherence

to ventilatory therapy and survival. We found that
after NIV start pCO2 levels were not correlated to
survival in ALS patients, and only HCO3� and
SBE levels were predictive of death/tracheostomy.
Specifically, when HCO3� blood levels were above
29mmol/L and SBE above 4mmol/L risk for
death/tracheostomy was increased by more than
40% and survival significantly shortened.

The correlation between ABG parameters and
survival was found to be stronger before NIV start-
ing (8): this could be due to the real efficacy of
ventilatory therapy, that can normalize pCO2 and
HCO3� blood levels if performed correctly, thus
reducing the strength of correlation between ABG
values and survival. The inverse correlation
between pH and survival could be related to the
chronic HCO3� increase in ALS patients with
nocturnal hypoventilation (9); so a higher pH is a
sign of chronic compensation during a respiratory
failure of longer duration and thus a marker of
worse prognosis in ALS. Indeed acidosis is not a

Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier curves: survival from time of post-NIVABG according to HCO3� and SBE cutoffs (n¼160). Patients with
HCO3� <29.0mmol/L and SBE <4.0mmol/L showed a longer survival than patients with both parameters increased (0.69 years, IQR
0.33–1.37 vs. 0.37 years, IQR 0.12–0.77; p¼0.013).

Table 5. Comparison of post-NIV ABG parameters between patients with bulbar and spinal onset and between patients with and
without bulbar involvement during ventilation.

Bulbar onset (n5 54) (median [IQR]) Spinal onset (n5 132) (median [IQR]) �p Value

pCO2 (mmHg) 46.0 (42.1–51.0) 45.0 (40.0–49.2) 0.358
pO2 (mmHg) 75.5 (69.0–80.3) 75.8 (68.0–84.0) 0.471
HCO3� (mmol/L) 28.4 (26.7–31.9) 28.1 (25.3–31.3) 0.325
SBE (mmol/L) 4.2 (2.3–7.2) 3.6 (1.0–7.1) 0.294

Bulbar involvement (n¼131) (median [IQR]) No bulbar involvement (n¼55) (median [IQR]) p�
pCO2 (mmHg) 45.0 (41.0–50.6) 45.0 (41.0–49.1) 0.900
pO2 (mmHg) 76.0 (69.0–83.0) 75.4 (68.0–83.0) 0.916
HCO3� (mmol/L) 28.2 (25.7–31.7) 28.1 (25.2–31.0) 0.510
SBE (mmol/L) 6.3 (1.6–7.2) 3.6 (1.0–6.4) 0.395

No significant difference was found out between groups.
�p-value < 0.05 was considered significant.
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common event in our patients, being usually asso-
ciated with an acute respiratory failure concomi-
tant to pneumonia or other precipitant
causes (10).

In a recent international survey about the mon-
itoring of respiratory function among ALS tertiary
centers, 37.8% (17/45) of European respondents
reported that they always/nearly always use ABG,
compared to only 1.4% (1/69) of US counterparts
(11). In a study evaluating the role of ABG in pre-
dicting respiratory function and the necessity to
start NIV, we found that when pCO2 was
>42mmHg, HCO3� >26mmol/L, or SBE
>2mmol/L there was a significant decline in FVC
and an increase of risk for death/tracheostomy (8).
In addition, an isolated increase of HCO3�/SBE
blood levels turned out to be a marker of noctur-
nal hypoventilation (NH), a frequently asymptom-
atic entity that prompts to start NIV.

The last European Federation of Neurological
Societies (EFNS) guidelines recommend using
FVC regularly for respiratory monitoring before
and after NIV adaptation, while SNIP is recom-
mended for bulbar patients (7). The National
Institute for Care and Excellence (NICE) guide-
lines suggest performing respiratory function tests
(oxygen saturation, FVC, SNIP/MIP) every
2–3months and ABG analysis only in case of
desaturation (12). About the role of ABG in post-
NIV respiratory management, the American
Academy of Neurology (AAN) guidelines men-
tioned only the importance of hypercapnia
(pCO2>50mmHg) to indicate invasive ventilation
starting (6). The German National Guideline for
Treating Chronic Respiratory Failure guidelines
for chronic respiratory failure indicate to monitor
pCO2 at least 1–2 times per year after NIV start-
ing, as the gold standard to monitor ventilatory
therapy adherence (13), even if values of daytime

pCO2 cannot rule out NH, particularly in neuro-
muscular patients (14).

Based on our results, we showed that ABG is a
useful tool to monitor mechanical ventilation com-
pliance, and can predict patients’ survival.
HCO3�/SBE levels are strictly related to patients’
adherence and tolerance to ventilatory support;
therefore, clinicians should pay attention when
their blood levels are increased, even with pCO2
normal values. Indeed, progressive respiratory
decompensation in ALS patients leads to chronic
respiratory acidosis that causes a compensatory
increase in serum bicarbonate levels (15). A scarce
adaptation/answer to NIV could lead to a noctur-
nal increase of pCO2 and HCO3�/SBE levels, but
in the morning when ABG is usually performed, it
is still possible to detect an increase in HCO3�/
SBE levels without a parallel increase of pCO2,
since HCO3�/SBE levels do not decreases fast as
pCO2 levels with daytime orthostatic breathing.
Consequently, finding high HCO3�/SBE levels
even without hypercapnia should prompt the
modification of ventilation settings, for example
changing the type of mask or ventilation parame-
ters, or increase in the duration of NIV usage.
Adjusting NIV parameters may reduce nocturnal
desaturations and improve prognosis (16,17).

Moreover, we found that, even if patients with
bulbar onset show a lower overall survival than
patients with spinal onset, their survival after the
starting of NIV does not differ. Indeed, ABG
parameters during ventilation did not differ
between bulbar and spinal onset patients. Only the
presence of a severe bulbar involvement at time of
ventilation turned out to be a negative prognostic
factor. This finding confirms that an intensive edu-
cational training and adaptation to NIV in a multi-
disciplinary setting increases compliance and
tolerance also in patients with bulbar impairment
(3). Therefore, even if bulbar impairment remains

Figure 3. Kaplan–Meier curves: survival in bulbar onset and spinal onset patients (n¼160). Overall survival was lower for bulbar
patients (2.28 years, IQR 1.84–2.95 vs. 2.65 years, IQR 1.72–4.35, p¼0.041, a) but survival in NIV was not statistically different (0.82
years, IQR 0.39–1.53 vs. 0.67, IQR 0.32–1.47, p¼0.675, b).
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a negative prognostic factor for ALS and a lower
percentage of bulbar onset patients are able to
adapt to ventilation, partly due to the higher
prevalence of cognitive dysfunction in bulbar
patients (18,19), NIV shows a similar benefit in all
disease phenotypes.

Our study has some limitations. First, due to
its retrospective nature, we could not compare
ABG values to other pulmonary function tests,
such as forced vital capacity (FVC), nocturnal
oximetry or mechanical ventilator’s recordings to
confirm our data on NIV compliance. Second, due
to the intrinsic difficulty to perform a complete
neuropsychological evaluation in ALS patients
with advanced disease, we could not include cog-
nitive evaluation in our study.

Due to the importance of respiratory support,
ventilation adherence is crucial in ALS patients:
ABG evaluation, especially considering SBE and
HCO3� blood levels, turned to be an inexpensive
and informative tool to assess patients’ compliance
to NIV, to monitor pulmonary function, and to
modify ventilator settings when necessary, in order
to improve both quality of life and survival.
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